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we can get it to them.  

 
Fraternally, 

 

Rick Bailey, W. M.  
 

 

FROM THE WEST 
 My Brothers, we are proceeding with 

the print shop and the parking lots.  Canon has 

reclaimed all leased printers and Wells  

Fargo is proceeding to address the business 

loan.   

 The parking lots are now properly 

marked with “no parking signs” and St. 

Augustine Tire will remove vehicles upon re-

quest.  The Post Office has been informed in 

writing of the specific twenty-four (24) non-

reserved spaces and six (6) reserved spaces 

assigned to them in the north lot (asphalt).  

 The USPS lease further stipulates that 

five (5) the spaces in the west lot (coquina lot) 

be allocated for their use.  We will mark those 

five spaces. 

 Our lease agreement with Old Island 

Hotels, Inc., provides for twenty-six desig-

nated parking spaces in the west or coquina 

lot which will be marked “Reserved” for the 

exclusive use of Old Island Hotels, Inc.  They 

will provide the signage and have the right to 

tow at their discretion. 

 The twenty-six spaces leased to Island 

Hotels, Inc., are at the rate of $5.00 per space 

per day on a monthly basis. 

Oscar Patterson 

 

FROM THE EAST 
     As we approach the second half of the 

year, I want to thank all the Officers and 

Brothers for all the hard work that you have 

done to make Ashlar a great Fraternity to be 

proud of.                                                   

     June will busy starting with a visit from 

our New DDGM, RW Randy Bolen on the 

16th followed by Past Masters night on the 

24th with W:. Chris Cannon sitting in the East. 

So come on out and lets show our support for 

the DDGM and our newly raised Brothers and 

enjoy some great fellowship with the Broth-

ers. 

     I would like to apologize for the Trestle 

board not getting mail out. As there was some 

confusion about the print shop, it has been 

fixed. If you know of anyone who is not re-

ceiving Trestle board let me know ASAP so 



 

 

Chaplain’s Message      
 

As we look to Pleiades and beyond to the Heavens in our prayers to the Grand Geometrician of 

the Universe, let us all be aware of the limits of our stay here on earth. Each of us must struggle 

with how we apportion our time so we can accomplish the tasks we have determined are neces-

sary in our lives. Each have, at the end of some days, reviewed how they allotted their time and 

wished they had allocated it differently. Time allocation is rarely though of when we are con-

sidering our interaction with Deity unless you factor in that our time is finite and much of it is 

already gone. 

     The passage below addresses the important issue of time and how it relates to our journey 

through life and Masonry.  

     “The proper division of our time involves everything useful in our life. Our time is our life; 

they expire together. He who wastes the one, wastes the other. Nothing but a systematic distri-

bution of time can accomplish the purposes for which we were placed in this world. A portion 

for God, a portion for needful avocations, a portion for refreshment and sleep this is the division 

that Freemasonry enjoins. It were well for every member of the Craft to resolve, in his moments 

of prayerful reflection, that he will improve, in the best manner possible, all his leisure mo-

ments in growing in morality, and to be daily increasing his moral stature in conformity with 

the lessons inculcated upon the Masonic trestle-board.” 
 

In the Bonds of Friendship 

Jim Davis 
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Ashlar Lodge Officers 
 

Worshipful Master:    James “Rick” Bailey  386 283-0108  

Senior Warden:   Oscar Patterson  904 955-9175 

Junior Warden:   Bo Bozard   904 501-4370 

Treasurer:    Bob Gagnon P.M.  904 501-7446 

Secretary:     David Pierucci   904 460-9477 

Senior Deacon:   Matthew Sweeney  904 806-0571 

Junior Deacon:   Ken Shaffner   386 864-9162 

Senior Steward:   James Carrick   904 501-4348 

Junior Steward:   Robert Wilson   386 763-8727 

Chaplain:    Jim Davis P.M.  904 392-4565 

Marshall:    Brian Iannucci   904 708-9765 

Tyler:     Ron DeRoco   904 599-1584 

Musician:    Ted Cassford P.M.  904 797-8710 

Lodge Instructor:   Oscar Patterson  904 955-9175 

Bob Adair Mentor Program Jim Davis P.M.  904 392-4565 

 



 

 

ASHLAR LODGE NO. 98 VISITS JAMAICAN LODGE 

SAVANNAH LA MAR, JAMAICA—Four members of Ashlar Lodge No. 98 in St. Augustine 

visited Hope Lodge No. 2813 in Savannah La Mar, Jamaica, on Thursday, May 4 where they 

witnessed a Third or Master Mason Degree done under Grand Lodge of England ritual. M.W. 

Robert Harry, R.W. Dwight Wilkes, W. Jim Davis, and Bro. Oscar Patterson made the trip. 

They were hosted by 

Bro. David Pierucci, 

Secretary of Ashlar 

Lodge No. 98, who is a 

regular visiting associ-

ate of Hope Lodge and 

has a home in Jamaica. 

Lodge began about 

6:30 p.m. with cocktails 

and light ordure’s in the 

first floor dining area. 

Lodge proper opened at 

7:20 p.m. in the En-

tered Apprentice De-

gree with a formal 

processinal. Under 

UGLE all labor is conducted in the E.A. degree except for Degree work and special activities. 

Lodge attendance that night was more than 40 with some Brothers traveling more than four 

hours to attend. And some, specifically the contingent from Ashlar, traveling much further. 

Lodges under UGLE and other jurisdictions are more formal than most U.S. Lodges with black 

suit, black tie, black shoes, and white shirt required, even in Jamaica. Hope Lodge’s dining area 

is not climate controlled and the air-conditioning in the Lodge Room proper is minimal by U.S. 

standards. 

 



 

 
 

The Lodge was stepped up to the Fellow Craft Degree and the candidate for the Master Mason 

Degree brought into the Lodge and examined. He was returned to the preparation room and the 

Lodge was then 

stepped up to the Mas-

ter Mason Degree 

which under UGLE 

ritual contains much of 

the U.S. York Rite rit-

ual. The Brother Fel-

low Craft was readmit-

ted to the Lodge and 

Raised in Due and An-

cient Form. All of the 

Degree except for the 

Lecture, was done by 

the dim light of the Three Lesser Lights placed at the stations of the Worshipful Master, the 

Senior Warden, and the Junior Warden. In UGLE Lodges, the altar and Volume of Sacred Law 

are immediately in front of the Worshipful Master with the Bible facing rather than away from 

him.  

 

The ceremony was led by the Master of Ceremonies who is a past Master and serves as both 

Lodge Instructor and Director of Work. At the conclusion of the Degree, the new Master Mason 

was seated beside the Senior Deacon and the Lodge stepped down successively to the Entered 

Apprentice Degree. With that accomplished, regular Lodge business was conducted to include 

the reading of the minutes, petitions for memberships, and the names and deeds of those who 

had been suspended or expelled from the Fraternity. The Charity box was then passed by the 

Senior Deacon and all present contributed as best their ability permitted which, based on a 

quick observation of the box, was most generous. 

 

 



 

 
 

After the Degree, regular business, and recessional, the Brothers removed themselves to the 

first-floor dining area where they toasted the Queen, Country, Grand Lodges of England, Ire-

land, Scotland, the new Master Mason, and visitors. The meal concluded about midnight. Dur-

ing the newly Raised Master Mason’s movement through the degrees, he wrote and presented 

papers in open Lodge and during the meal after his Third Degree, he read a short paper and 

gave a toast. Attendance at a Lodge under the jurisdiction of a recognized Grand Lodge outside 

the U.S. is an amazing experience and teaches us that though there are differences, we are all 

part of a world-wide Fraternity with an international reputation for morality, charity, and sound 

education. 

In their dining room after the meeting.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Eight Steps to Excellence: 

The Observant Lodge 
 

W:. B :. Andrew Hammer, PM, Alexandria-Washington Lodge No 22 

 
1 

Guarding the West Gate 

 

This point is first among these, because we are nothing more or less than who we let in 

to our fraternity. Not every man should be a Mason, and not every man who should be a 

Mason belongs in just any Lodge. The brethren have a right and responsibility to determine 

the standards for their own Lodge, and to ask incisive questions of those men who knock on 

their door. Lodges should take time to first get to know the men who knock at their doors, 

and not simply sign any petition just because a man has an interest. Brothers who sign a 

petition for a man need to know who they are signing for, and more important, need to be 

willing to serve as his mentor. This is a fundamental point of responsibility for all brethren. 

Do not ask a brother in your Lodge to do the job of mentoring for you. If you are not willing 

to give that petitioner your time, how can you ask your Lodge to give theirs? 

 

2 

Being Proficient in Masonic Ritual and Law 

 

Proficiency is an essential function of any observant Lodge, because we must know both 

what we are doing, and why, if we seek to uphold the highest standards of our respective 

Grand Lodges. It does no good to claim the mantle of excellence if your Lodge is not well-

versed in the ritual and the Masonic law of your jurisdiction. Masonry is a thing of order, 

not anarchy. If you wish to keep that order, as well as harmony between your Lodge and the 

Grand Lodge, you must learn and follow the rules that each brother has obligated himself to 

observe. An observant Lodge is not a renegade Lodge. It seeks to be an exemplary one. 

 

3 

A Commitment to Advance Brethren Through the Degrees 

by Mutual and Genuine Effort 

 

Progress in the degrees requires a mutual commitment of time and effort from candidate 

and mentor alike. Some form of proficiency, be it the catechisms, or papers delivered before 

the Lodge, should be required before allowing any brother to advance. Otherwise the 

brother learns that his advancement has no measurable value, other than his mere presence. 

Certainly not every man can do memory work, and not every man is a writer. But if he is not 

willing to even attempt to do either, then perhaps he should simply not be a Mason to begin 

with. The same goes for the mentor, who, though he may be experienced, must not take the 

easy way out when it comes to the knowledge he has pledged to impart to his apprentice. 



 

4 

The Selection and Advancement of Officers Should be by Merit Alone 

 

This step, while admittedly difficult for some, is firmly grounded in the Book of Constitutions, 

without question. Masonry has never intended the adoption of a progressive line. A 

progressive line should only function when the next man down has the full faith and trust of 

his fellows that he will rule and govern his Lodge properly, because he has properly learned 

the requirements of his office. Of course, human nature is what it is, and mistakes can always 

happen, but they can be mitigated if such a standard is put in place, because no one advances 

until and unless they are ready to do so. The only way to justify a progressive line is if every 

officer is carrying his weight to the extent of his office, while at the same time preparing 

himself diligently to advance to the next one. Lodges ignore this step at their own risk. 

 

5 

Dressing Your Best for Lodge 

 

How one appears before the Lodge is a sign of how much you value both the brethren and 

the Craft. In most lodges in the world, a dark suit and tie is the minimum required to gain 

admittance. It’s what the brethren expect from each other in an observant Lodge, and it 

certainly adds to the notion that a Masonic meeting is not just another night out, but a 

special event, worthy of being considered as special as each of us should believe Masonry 

to be. Additionally, dignity expressed outwardly through dress, serves as a superstructure, 

helping to enhance that dignity that can only be created from within. 

 

6 

A Lodge Must Offer Quality Assemblies and Be Willing to Pay For Them 

 

The dues of a Lodge should be set at a level which allows the Lodge to not only support and 

sustain itself, but enjoy a quality of experience which tells the brethren that their assemblies 

are opportunities to rise above the ordinary. Good meals, served at proper festive boards, 

are essential. The festive board conveys the sense of conviviality that helps build true 

brotherhood, and it is historically established in the Craft as not merely a simple dinner, but 

quite honestly the second half of a Lodge meeting. An observant Lodge cannot forego it. 

 

A Lodge must decide that Masonry is a thing of value, and properly determine that value in 

such a way that it allows the Lodge to work and assemble in a manner that clearly establishes 

that value. Our dining and social events should reflect the worth we place on ourselves. 

Excess is not the objective; quality is. The problem is that so many of us have forgotten what 

quality is to the extent that we consider any expenditure on ourselves to be pretentious. But 

if Masons are to be men of inner distinction, then we are fully justified in treating ourselves 

to the best we can afford in life. We cannot expect less from the Craft or ourselves. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7 

The Return of a Sense of Awe to Our Ceremonies 

 

We should bring back those things that once were found in our lodges, and which helped 

create a very unique, contemplative atmosphere for both the candidate and the Lodge. 

Among these are the use of music, the manipulation of light and darkness, the Chamber 

of Reflection, and the closing charge which forms what is known as the Chain of Union. 

Consider that the candidate preparation room is not and was never meant to be a mere 

dressing room. Consider that the notion of a ‘sacred band of brothers’ might allude to a 

physical manifestation of that sacredness. Consider that music has always been a part 

of our ceremonies, and that the Book of Constitutions ends with a collection of songs. 

All these things are part of who we are; they are not innovations from later jurisdictions or 

borrowings from European Masonry. Even the use of incense is ritually alluded to in early 

exposures of the Craft. The idea is to stimulate and manage the sensory experience of the 

brethren, in the endeavour to create the sense of uniqueness one expects from a Masonic 

experience. Here again, there is nothing strange about employing the senses in a Masonic 

meeting. Our rituals teach the importance of each of those senses extensively; to not employ 

them in our meetings is the greater neglect and error. To refuse the restoration of awe to 

our rituals is to refuse to acknowledge our own heritage and history, and to deny the proper 

place and application of the pillar of Beauty to the Lodge. 

 

8 

Masonic Education at Every Meeting 

 

The very origin of Freemasonry itself is in education. Whether it be the practical education 

in stone-cutting found in the operative craft of masonry, or the search for inner knowledge 

and science presented to us by the speculative Craft, the foundation of the art is inexorably 

based in teaching and learning. Without it, there is simply no Freemasonry taking place 

in a Lodge. Therefore, every meeting of the Lodge should offer some amount of Masonic 

education, be it through the degrees, or through presentations on the various lessons of the 

Craft. Even a ten-minute talk focused on the symbolic meaning of a single working tool is 

far better than a meeting where nothing but donations, dinners, and dues are on the agenda. 

An observant Lodge values the educational function of Freemasonry in its full bloom; the 

observant Mason holds the fraternity accountable to its promise to him to bestow light, 

and he means to receive it from the Craft in every sense: spiritual, literal, and intellectual. 

Numerous monitors and manuals from our Grand Lodges, spanning over at least the last two 

centuries, make plain the injunction to all Masons to seek knowledge. That same injunction 

extends by natural progression to each Lodge, and as a result, a Lodge without Masonic 

education cannot be an observant Lodge, and is arguably not any kind of Lodge at all. The 

search for more light is at the heart of Masonry. Observance is impossible without it. 
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